
guide lines: sidebar text 
and midpoint

guide line: white background box ends here

guide lines: columns for Column Text

Sidebar Title  12/16 

SIDEBAR SUBTITLE 10/14

• Paragraph Style: Sidebar Bullets 9/13 
Character Style; Medium Blue 
Paragraph Style: Sidebar Bullets 9/13  
[shift-enter] to create new line that is not a bullet

Sidebar Body Text 9/13

SIDEBAR NAMED PHOTO
Sidebar named title

Sidebar Styles

Photo in Circle with Name/Title

Draw 1.19” circle and add Effect > Drop Shadow

• Mode: Multiply

• Opacity: 25%

• Distance: 0.0625 in

• Angle: 90º

• Size: 0.0625 in

• Spread: 11%

Insert Image onto page and copy.  Select the circle, 
right click, and select “paste into”

guide line: Auto PDF Call to Action starts here

guide line: text box for subheader + body text starts here / background photo ends here

guide line: white background box starts here

guide line: text box for header starts here

guide line: text box for sidebar starts here

Header 22/36
Sub Heading  11/15  and Character Style 

-white

Drop cap Paragraph - 12/19  

this will automatically make the first 

character a 2 line drop cap in blue

Body Text 10/14

Text Styles

Body Column Subheading 11/13
Body Text  10/14

Column Styles

Guide Blocks

Large guide block - 28pts
This is the height of 2 lines of body text.  Create a 
square and enter “28pts” for the height

Uses: Between sections (i.e. intro paragraphs 
and charts OR intro paragraphs and images/
captions OR two text boxes)

Also in the Creative Cloud Library

Small guide block - 14pts

This is the height of 1 line of body text.  Create a 
square and enter “14pts” for the height

Uses: Within sections (i.e. separating a caption 
from an image)

Also in the Creative Cloud Library

guide line: Text box for Auto PDF Call to Action starts here

Auto PDF Call to Action
Auto PDF Text

Auto PDF Call To Action

International granting
Now you have a quick, safe, cost-efficient way  
to support any charity in the world

Can you imagine if your favorite overseas charities had all the 

resources they needed for their important work? Now you can 

fund them and any other international charity with just a few clicks. 

And this means they can raise donations from all over the  

globe at very little cost. 

If you’ve ever tried to fund a charity outside the United States, you know 
how expensive and complicated the process can be. Each recipient must be 
thoroughly researched to ensure legitimacy, and each country has its own set  
of complex government and banking regulations.

But NCF is simplifying the process by teaming up with the TrustBridge Global 
Foundation. Together, we’re building a global charitable platform to significantly 
lower the cost, time, money, and hassles of cross-border grantmaking so more 
resources flow to the areas of the world that need it most.

Charity submits 
application
NCF connects you 
with a team member 
at TrustBridge, 
who guides you 
and the overseas 
charity through an 
application process.

You recommend a 
grant 
Once the charity 
is approved, you 
recommend a grant to 
TrustBridge from your 
Giving Fund at NCF.

Charity receives 
support
TrustBridge sends 
funds to the charity, 
and now that they’re 
approved, anyone 
anywhere in  
the world can 
support them, too.

Low-cost  
global impact
If you have a heart for the 
world, we can help your 
support get there faster, 
safer, and more cost-
efficiently than almost 
anyone else.

CHF 150 (~$150) 
application cost 
(CHF is the abbreviation for 
the Swiss franc.)

1% 
per-grant CHF 300 (~$300) 
minimum, typically with CHF 
25 (~$25) wire cost

NCF and TrustBridge

NCF is the primary U.S. 
member of the TrustBridge 
Global Foundation, a 
Swiss charity focused on 
international grantmaking 
and building a growing 
network of partner 
affiliates that allows 
donors around the world 
to fund the charities of 
their choice. Learn more at 
trustbridgeglobal.com.

Go global with your giving

Call us at 800.681.6223 or learn more at ncfgiving.com/international
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